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Based on 9/11 Documentary Video Archives
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Theme: Terrorism

Was it really ‘collapses’ we saw on TV?

Was it really because of the planes impact and the following fires that World Trade Center 1
& 2 came to the ground? Or did they in fact explode from top to bottom?

It all happaned very fast. The Twin Towers were 417 meters tall – 63,5 x 63,5 meters wide –
and were more or less pulverized in approximately 12 seconds. Many critics claim this is
almost free fall speed. That would mean zero(0) resistance from the buildings own steel and
concrete structure on the way down. 

But the towers were supported by a core of 47 massive steel beams and 236 on the outer
sides. Could this fast a total demolition be possible without some kind of explosives?

The  video  and  photographic  evidence  show something  that  does  not  at  all  resemble
collapses. You can see hundreds of thousand tons of concrete and steel beams being thrown
like confetti several hundred meters to the sides and up in an arch – as the towers are being
pulverized.

Many people do not know that a third building ‘collapsed’ that day.

World Trade Center 7 – a 47 storey high steel framed skyscraper – that was not hit by any
airplane or suffered any severe fires – collapsed to the ground perfectly symmetric into its
own footprint – in less than 7 seconds. More than 7 hours after WTC 1 & 2. Never before in
the history of mankind has a steel framed high rise building collapsed due to fire. WTC 1, 2
& 7 were the first three…

The FBI has a section on their website called Ten Most Wanted. There you can see Usama
bin Laden on the top right. But if you read through what he is being accused of – you will
find nothing about the attacks on September 11.

The lady at the FBI’s central  switchboard told me “maybe it  hasn’t  been posted yet”.
Independent journalist Ed Haas of The Muckraker Report also called. He got the following
answer “he [Osama] has not been formally indicted and charged in connection with 9/11
because the FBI has no hard evidence connecting bin laden to 9/11″.

We all know by now that Saddam Hussein did not have weapons of mass destruction – or
any connection to the 9/11 azttacks – the White House admits this.
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So if neither Saddam Hussein nor Usama bin Laden was behind the attacks on September
11, 2001 – who were? 

www.investigate911.se

Click to view Collapse

World Trade Center 1 & 2 and 7 

A compilation of video clips from amateur as well as mainstream news sources.

North Tower (WTC 1)

#1 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

Unknown news footage: This clip really shows the enormous force used to blow this building
up. Note the way hundreds of thousand tons of concrete and massive steel beams are being
thrown like confetti more than 100 meters to the sides and UP in an arch away from the
tower. Hardly a ‘pancake collapse’…

Source Video Google 

#2 

This is live CNN footage from september 11 2001. Note the way hundreds of thousand of
tons of concrete and massive steel beams being thrown like confetti more than 100 meters
to the sides and UP in an arch away from the tower, as it explodes. Or do you still believe it
‘collapsed’.

Source Video Google 

#3 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

This footage was recorded by Rick Siegel as he was filming from across the Hudson River.
Note how fast it comes down. The Twin Towers were 417 meters tall – 63,5 x 63,5 meters
wide and were more or less pulverized in approximately 12 seconds. Critics claim this is
almost free fall speed. That would mean zero(0) restistance from the buildings own steel
and concrete structure on the way down. But the towers were supported by a core of 47
massive steel beams and 236 on the outer sides.

Source Video Google

#4 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

The Twin Towers were 417 meters tall – 63,5 x 63,5 meters wide and were more or less
pulverized in approximately 12 seconds. You can see hundreds of thousand tons of concrete
and massive steel beams being trown like confetti hundres of meters up and to the sides, as
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the Twin Towers are being pulverized. Not only one of them, but both. Totally, from top to
bottom. Hardly a ‘pancake collapse’.

#5 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

German News Footage.Note how it all starts. It looks like the antenna drops first. The very
top of the roof starts off. Then followed by the horizontal explosions
as it’s being pushed downwards, by an unknown undescribable force…

Source Video Google 

#6 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

Good quality  amateur  footage.  Showing the mushroom shaped explosion of  the South
Tower. Note the force of the concrete and massive steel beams being
trown 100s of meters to the sides and UP in an arch.

#7 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

9/11 Demolition Analysis of the North Tower Looking at the north west corner of world trade
center 1. This short clip was made to show part of the mechanics of the demolition of the
north tower (WTC1). Both sides of the corner are strategically targetted, almost like undoing
a zipper!

Source: 9/11 Blogger

#8   World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

CNN Live News footage from 11 september 2001.  It really shows the enormous force used
to blow up this building. Note how fast it comes down. The Twin Towers were 417 meters tall
– 63,5 x 63,5 meters wide and were more or less pulverized in approximately 12 seconds.

Source Video Google

#9 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

Seldom seen ABC News footage taken from just below as the South Tower (WTC 2) comes
down. Both towers were pulverized in approximately 12 seconds. Critics claim this is almost
free fall  speed. That would mean zero(0) restistance from the buildings own steel  and
concrete structure on the way down. But the towers were supported by a core of 47 massive
steel beams and 236 on the outer sides. So this was hardly possible without the use of some
kind of explosives or high-tech weaponry.

Source Video Google 
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#10

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

Seldom seen NBC News footage taken 11 september 2001. But the towers were supported
by a core of 47 massive steel beams and 236 on the outer sides.
They both with demolished in approximately 12 seconds. Could this have been possible
without the use of some kind of explosives or high-tech weaponry.

Source Video Google

South Tower (WTC 2)

#1 

World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

Amateur footage. Close up and collapse of WTC 1 – The South Tower. You clearly see the
plausible use of thermite in order to weaken the structure,
and how it  then sags inwards just before the collapse/implosion/explosion/demolition or
whatever we shall name it…

Source: Camera Planet

#2  World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

Amateur footage: Shot from a short distance to the WTC -front of Trinity Church. It gives you
a clear view of the structure as it sags and lean inwards
just before it come to the ground. The camera continues to roll as the people start running
away to safety.

Source: Camera Planet

#3 

World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

Amateur  footage:  This  video  begins  with  close  up  –  revealing  what  happened  to  the
structure just before it exploded. Note the enormous heat burning like welding or molten
metal, pouring down along the side You also hear the spectators reaction as the South
Tower eventually comes down.

Source: Camera Planet

#4 

World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

Amateur footage taken by Brandon Marcus. New angle showing tons and tons of concrete
and steel slamming down on the streets. It give you perspective of the enormous amount of
mass that was exploding and burying everything underneath.

Source: Video Google
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#5 

World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

This is a part from the documentary Loose Change. It shows you the so called sqibbs coming
out  from below the exploding part  of  the building.  Sqibbs are usually  typical  signs of
controlled demolition.

Source: Video Google

#6 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

This is a sequence from the documentary ‘9/11 Eyewitness’ It shows you the so called
sqibbs being pushed outwards underneath the explosion area.
Sqibbs are usually typical signs of controlled demolition.

Source: 9/11 Eyewitness

#7 

World Trade Center – North Tower ‘Collapse’

“New York September 11 2001. Compelling footage of  the World Trade Center Towers
collapsing”.  Was  it  really  because  of  the  planes  impact  and  the  following  fires  that  World
Trade Center 1 & 2 came to the ground? Or did they in fact explode from top to bottom?

Source: You Tube

#8 

World Trade Center – Second plane impact

NBC news reporter Elliot Walker describes first plane hit, as 2nd hit occours moments after.
Notice also building-wide explosions in the north tower.

Source You Tube

# 9 

World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

ABC News footage – No sound
Very  revealing  shot  from underneath  the  South  Tower  as  it  is  being  pulverized  with
enormous force. Note how fast it comes down. The Twin Towers were 417 meters tall 63,5 x
63,5 meters wide – and came to the ground in approximately 12 seconds. Hardly a ‘pancake
collapse’…

Source Video Google

#10  
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World Trade Center – South Tower ‘Collapse’

Peter Jennings & Don Dahler reporting live from ABC News 11 september 2001. Listen to
both of  them referring to controlled demolition as they try to descride what they just
witnessed.

Don Dahler: Yes Peter its Don Dahler down here. I’m 4 blocks North of the World Trade
Center. The second building that was hit by the plane … all » has just completely collapsed.
The entire building has just collapsed as if  a demolition team setoff (pause) when you see
the old demolition of  these old buildings.  It  just folded in on itself  and it  is  not there
anymore…

Peter  Jennings:  If  you  wish  to  bring,  if  anyone  has  ever  watched  a  building  being
demolished on purpose knows, that you’re going to do this you have to get at the, at the
under infrastructure of a building and bring it down… Thanks Don very much. Umm, Just
looking at that, I don’t know why but when was the last time the United States was attacked
in this fashion, it was Pearl Harbour in 1941.

Source Video Google

#11

World Trade Center 7

#1   

‘Collapse’ of World Trade Center 7

Many people do not know that a third building ‘collapsed’ that day. World Trade Center 7 – a
47 storey high steel framed skyscraper – that was not hit by any airplane nor suffered any
severe fires – collapsed to the ground perfectly symmetric into its own footprint in less than
7 seconds. More than 7 hours after WTC 1 & 2. Never before in the history of mankind has a
steel framed high rise building collapsed due to fire. WTC 1, 2 & 7 were the first three…

Source Video Google 

#2   

‘Collapse’ of World Trade Center 7

A 47 storey high steel framed skyscraper – that was not hit by any airplane nor suffered any
severe fires – collapsed to the ground perfectly symmetric into its own footprint in less than
7 seconds. More than 7 hours after WTC 1 & 2.  Actual news footage. The comentators
describes the ‘collaps’ of WTC7 as a classic example of controlled demolition. Never before
in the history of mankind has a steel framed high rise building collapsed due to fire. WTC 1,
2 & 7 were the first three…

Source Video Google 

#3   

‘Collapse’ of World Trade Center 7
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NBC News footage – No sound. A 47 storey high steel framed skyscraper – that was not hit
by any airplane nor suffered any severe fires – collapsed to the ground perfectly symmetric
into its own footprint in less than 7 seconds. More than 7 hours after WTC 1 & 2. Never
before in the history of mankind has a steel framed high rise building collapsed due to fire.
WTC 1, 2 & 7 were the first three…

Source Video Google

#4   

‘Collapse’ of World Trade Center 7

Compliation  of  many  different  news  footage  of  World  Trade  Center  7.  Many  of  the
comentators describes the ‘collapse’ as looking exactly like a controlled demolition. World
Trade Center 7 – a 47 storey high steel framed skyscraper – that was not hit by any airplane
nor  suffered  any  severe  fires  –  collapsed  to  the  ground  perfectly  symmetric  into  its  own
footprint in less than 7 seconds. More than 7 hours after WTC 1 & 2. Never before in the
history of mankind has a steel framed high rise building collapsed due to fire. WTC 1, 2 & 7
were the first three…

Source You Tube

#5

‘Collapse’ of World Trade Center 7

High quality compliation of many different news footage of World Trade Center 7. One very
revealing clip is from BBC when they report that WTC7 had fallen  23 minutes before it really
happaned! You can see the building still standing behind the female reporter! World Trade
Center 7 – a 47 storey high steel framed skyscraper – that was not hit by any airplane nor
suffered any severe fires – collapsed to the ground perfectly symmetric into its own footprint
in less than 7 seconds. More than 7 hours after WTC 1 & 2.

Source Video Google

The planes hit the WTC

#1   Amateur film

#2   Amateur film. 

#3   Amateur film

#4   CNN
 
#5     
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